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ONNECTICUT EWS
86
Vol.42-No. II
Ilk per copyNew London, Connecticut, Thursday, Febrnary 14, 1957
Bannie Steger Elected Editor-in-Chief
St d S h d
'I Editors Lincoln and de Castro
U ents c e u e J. S . Edi . I B dM . P f om emor torra oar
USIC er ormance Blanche (Bannie) Steger '58 has been appointed Editor-in-
With the current ease of social I F Thi E . Chief of the Connecticut College News and will assume her
mobility, the modern trend is for i or _ s venlng duties in that position with next week's issue. She will replace
everyone to go from Rags to , A student recital will be held Elaine Diamond '57 who has held this position since last
Riches, For Connecticut College I ~ , at 8:00 this evening in Holmes March, Bannie, who has been News Editor of the paper, will
students, opportunity knocks now I; Hall, The program will include also become a member of the Student Government Cabinet.
in the form of the coming Mid- both solo voice selections and Mary Anne Lincoln '58 will
Winter Weekend, February 15 f pieces played by a group of stu- take the place of Elaine Manase-
through 17, d t
tet f' tr ~ vit '57 as Managing Editor, and
en s on a vane y 0 ms u-
Elaborate plans for this week- ments. Vicki deCastro '58 will take over
end have been made by Service A I' Rink '58 " t from Joan Gilbert '57 as Associ-r me son ,pmnIs , ate Editor. Mary Anne has been
League under the leadership of Wl'II open the rogram wlth Sop I - Make-Up Editor and Vtckl has
Fran Nolde, social chairman ofthe organlzation, with the help of nata in G, Opus 79 (First Move- been Feature Editor of the News,
many. committees. Hea?s of the I ~ ment: Prestoa alia Tedesca) by These girls will act in an admin-
committees are Margtt Rowell t ;',. Ludwig von Beethoven. The So- istrative capacity and. with Ban-
'59; entertainment; Carolyn Jones Ik nata in E Major by George Fred- -",,1
'59 and Jan Tr'imbur; decorations; ~ erick Handel will be presented by nie, will comprise the, editorial
Joy Smith, refreshments; Mary B. Jean MacCarthy '59, violinist; board of the newspaper.
Burrowes '59, publicity; Sue Os- Arline Hinkson', harpsichordist; Editors Line-up
tram, tickets; Sally Hargrove '57, and Florence Potter, cellist. Carlene Newberg '59 will sue-
posters; and Betsy Wolfe '58, N 9'ancy Savin '5 will smg Bat- ceed Bannie as News Editor and
chaperones. . bFRAN NOLDE n, atti from Don Giovanni by Joan Wagner '59 will act as her
First Step Walfgang A. Mozart. Marianne assistant. Ann Frankel '59 will be
Mid-Winter Weekend has been Hoadley '60 will offer the piano the new Feature Editor with Jo-
planned for students with or iff and selection, Intermezzo, Op. 116, No, ella Wedin '59 as her assistant.
without dates who wish to move Wheaton; and the Shwi S 2 and Capriccio, Opus 116, No.3,
up the ladder of social strata the Conn Chords. both by Johannes Brahms. Trio Barbara Phillips '58 and Lilian
from Rags to Riches. The climb Not only are Connecticut stu. in B flat, first movement Allegro Rodgers '59 have been appointed
begins on Friday evening, Febru- d ts zt ha ce to go from by Brahms will be played by BANNIE STEGER Co-Make-up Editors. They will
ary 15, with the Peasant's Pre. en 5 given a c n three freshmen: Heidi Schimmel, take the places of Pat Criscuolo
amble. The opehlng activity con. Rags to Riches, but through their cellist; Mary Fyffe, violinist, and '58 and Mary Anne Lincoln. The
ststs of private dorm parties. participation in this coming Gail Fiore, pianist. Various Audiences new Copy Editors are Lallie Bea-
On Saturday afternoon all may weekend's activities and their en- del '58 and Pat Criscuolo '58, who
fi d
Brahms' Rhapsody in B minor, H TO I a: • are replacing Carlene Newberg
move up a rung and attend the joyment, others will be bene te . 0 79 N 1 'II b t dear 'me y ~OOICS, d"" p. , 0, ,w, e presen e . • r and Joan Wagner,
Bourgeoise Bop in Palmer Audi- All the proceeds from Satur ay s by Gail Fiore. Following this,
torium featuring pianist Don entertainment will be turned Grace Hartnett '59 will sing By Conn. Faculty Katie Lindsay '57 will finish out
Shirley, with the accompaniment over to charity and all that is Mothersorrow and In a Boat by the semester as Art Critic and
of two viola players, Mr. Shirley, gleaned from Sunday's activity to Edward Grieg. Barbara Bent '57, Recently varIOUS Connecticl\,t Anne Detarando '57 and Debby
a native of Jamaica, said farewell the Rec Hall Fund. pianist, will offer Sonata No.1, College faculty members have Cohen '57 will be Music Critics.
to Kingstontown to study at the Social Chairman of Service Movement No.3, Lebhaft by. participated in off-campus activi- Liz P~er '57 will c.o~tinue in her
Lenningt'ad C.onserv~tor~ and League and the ultrmate force be- Paul Hindernith. . . h b dd . I I capacity as Cartoomst and Jane
later at Catholtc University of hind Mid-Winter Weekend is Fran ttcs ett er y a ressl~~ o~a ~r-I Taylor '59 will remain the pho-
Americ~ in Was.hington, D. C. !Ie INolde '58, Betsy Hahn O'Brasky Martha Monroe '58 ~will sing ganizations or by partlclpatmg In tqgrapher for News.
made hts debut m the States WIth '57 is president of Service League. two selections by Gabriel Faure. larger, general meetings. Susan Camph '59 and Debbie
the Boston Pops Orchestra, June .' . . They are Apres un Reve and En I
F
' d e t g Pierre. TheTast selection on the Miss Charlotte Von Wymeta, Tolman '59 have again accepted
25 1945. Arthur Riedler, conduct- ran s experience in If C ill
or
' of the Boston Pops, invited soctaf activities, began when sh,e program, L'lsle joyeuse -by of the German Department, has their positions as Advertising
CI d D b
'II bId I .. Managers. Jean Cook '58 and Phil
him to play with the orchestra was on her Semor Prom Commlt- au e e ussy WI e p aye on spoken before a number of CIVICI .
again in June, 1954, In Chicago, See "Rags to Riches"-Page 8 the piano by Marcia Corbett '59, groups on the HungarIan crisis, SO~~~PI~~8,;;iIlasre~~~~~es~ar~~':.
In his praise, critics have said She has addressed meetings of agers. Betty Anthony '59 will take
that Mr. Shirley has great innate the Democratic Women's Club, over the work of Kate Crehan '57
technicfll skill combined with ten· H0 NOR S LIS T the Elks Club. the Knights of Co· as Circulation Manager and Shel-
derness and emotional depth. "He ley Schildkraut '59 will continue
embodies the suffusion of the lumbus, American Legion, Rot- in her position as Exchange Edi·
classical and the modern." Better ary,Club of New London, and tor.
known" recordings are Tonal Ex- The Honors List for the first baugh '58, Edith Berkowitz '59, Rotary Club of Groton.
pressions and Piano Perspectives. semester of the school year 1956· Melinda D. Brown '59, Barbara J.
The Formal Formal 1957 was ;lnnounced by Dean E. Gimpel '59, Margaret A. Good.' Education Conference
~ Alverna Burdick at the Opening Both Mr Robert Cobbledick
Saturday evening all are invit- man '59, Rochelle Schildkraut '59,' , ,
ed to dance a minuet at the Roy- ~:f~~:l~u~~i~ri:~~r~{%se 4 st~ Barbara Zwetchkenbaum '59, and Director o~ Admissio~s,. and Mr.
alty Ramble. Pat Dorn's music dents who have attained the Judith K. Annis '60. George Hames of the HIstory De·
will provide the dance music plus' partment attended the Statewide, 'd" t . standing of Honors LISt have Last bu. by no means least, as The Albener,' Tr"o will present
a Jam seSSIOn urmg m ermIS' IJ C nf Hi h Ed t'been invited to a tea with Pres- 0 erence on g er uca Ion the second of the Connecticut Col·
sian. The Royalty Ramble is ,'dent Rosemary Park, Dean Bur. there are eighty·nine members, at Hartford on Februar' 12 Th'strictly formal. y . e lege Department of Music Cham·
dick, Dean Gertrude Noyes, and the third group consists of the t' d b thAt Harkness Chapel on Sunday mee mg was sponsore y e ber Music Series Concerts next
Dean Catherine Oakes next following girls who have aver-· T sd F b 19 t 8 30morning at eleven o'clock there Connecticut Council on Higher ue ay, e ruary a : p.m.
Thursday, February 21, at 4:30 aged 3:0 to 3.37. Barbara Bent . Pal A d't 'will be a special chapel service Education. In preparation for the m mer u I onum.
in the Williams Room of Wil· '57, Sylvia Bergeson '57, Eve
at which Dr. James R. Baird of I' M ' I I t't t B k '57 J E Cattell '57 conference, Mr, Ham'es attended The group will present Trio inlams emona ns] u e. roo s ,eanne , ,
the English Department will be Honors List is divided into Linda J. Cunningham '57, Ber- a meeting of the planning com. G Major by Joseph Haydn, Trio in
the speaker. The choir, under the three groups. Thirteen girls re- nelle Curtis '57, Anne M. Detar- E Minor by Walter Piston, anddirection of Mr. Arthur Quimby, mittee for the round table discus· Trio in B flat maJ'or by Franz
ceived top honors, being in Group ando '57, Dorothy M. Feroe '57,
will sing. I with an average of 3.56 or bet- Susan H. Fitch '57, Jeri Fluegel. sian of Who Should Go to Col- Schubert. Included in the trio are
ter. Group I consists of: Florence man '57, Myrna E. Goldberg '57, lege. The meeting was held at Ward Davenny, pianist; Giorgio
A.. Bianchi '57, Kathryn J. Cre- Jean Frankenfield Kyte '57, Con- Hartford on January 8. Ciompi, violinist; and Benar Hei-
han '57, Joan Faraci Jones '57, stance M. Green '57, Nancy E. fetz, cellist. Tickets may be pur-Miss Warrine Eastburn, Dean chased through the Department
Lucie Hoblitzelle '57, Elizabeth A. Grondona '57, Martha Gross '57,
ROTigan '57, June M. Ippolito '57, Sarah P. Hargrove '57, Madeleine of Administration, s P 0 k e be- of Music; address requests to Mr.
Sandra C. Jellinghaus '57, Joanne J. Huber '57, Monica A. Hyde '57, fore a meeting 0 fthe New Jer- Arthur Quimby, lniormation Of·
Munigle '57, Esther S. Skdkan Janet D. I;.._arsen'57, Elsie Loeb sey Club 'of Connecticut College fice.
'57, Nancy C. Dorian '58, Evelyn '57, Eli01beth Hahrr O'Brasky Alumnae January 31. The subject In addition to serving as a part
A. Woods '58, Elaine C. Anderson '57, Irene C. Pantages '57, Sylvia of her address was Recent Col- of the Albeneri Trio, Mr. Davenny
'59, and Anne Lamborn '59, Pasternack '57, Joan B. Schwartz lege Business and Future Plans. is director of the Cleveland Insti·
This semester, Group II is com- '57, Barbara C. Sharples '57, Nan· February 1 Miss Eastburn attend· tute of Music. Mr. Ciompi is chair·
posed of twelve girls, who have cy F. Snedeker '57, Carolyn ed a meeting sponsored by the man of the Violin Department of
made an average of 3.38 to 3.55. Spaulding '57, Gretchen A. Steffke Philadelphia Alumnae Club, at the Cleveland Institute, and Mr.
They are: Carol Dana '57, Doro- '57, Constance F. Stein '57, Lynne which time s~e spoke to pro spec· Heifetz is a member of the N.B.C.
thy Dederick '57, Patricia A. Ash- See .-tRonors List"-Page 2 tive students. Symphony of the Air.
Riches From Rags to Riches
To Benefit Rec Hall, Charity
The Alheneri Trio
Gives Performance
Of Chamher Music
Song Fest
Sunday afternoon marks the
final step in the riches of enter·
tainment with Millionaire Music.
From two to five in Palmer Audi·
torium Connecticut College will
hold its traditional Intercollegiate
Song Fest. This year's featured
singing groups are: The Baker's
Dozen from Yale; the Tigertones
from Princeton; the Spooks from
Wesleyan; the King's Men from
Columbia; the Tapalons from
Wellsley; the Octavians from
Smith; the Wheatones from
; -
Page Two CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS Thul'llday, February 14, 1957
Au Reooir »- Experiment Offers
It is with mixed feelings that we relinquish our editorships Events Calendar Family-Style Life
on News. Our experience has been invaluable and even with Thursd&y,Fehruary 14 by Joan Sampson '57
deadlines, occasional lack of sufficient copy, and i~numerable Student MusicRecital _. ._ HolmesHall, 8:00p.m. The Experiment in. Interna.
minor difficulties, we can honestly say that we have thor- tional Living, celebrating its
hi . ed th rtunities our nosi Saturday, February 16oug Y enjoy e oppo uru es our positions have offered Mid.Winter Formal Weekend twenty-fifthanniversary this year,
us. offers a new club to the Connecti-
Yet, we believe that fresh blood and novel ideas will en- Don Shirley, Pianist --. Palmer Auditorium, 3:00·5:00p.m. cut College campus. This club is
hance the caliber of the newspaper. We have tried to carry Royalty Ramble Knowlton Salon, 9:()()'12:00p.rn. being formed in the hopes of
on the .established traditions as well as to initiate some origi- Sunday, February 17 arousing a greater interest in a
nabty into the News. As much as we have given, that is what Chapel Speaker: desire to reach a better under-
we have gained. Mr J standing of other people in other. ames,Baird ... Harkness Chapel, 11:00a.m. ds thi ampus While there
We know the capabilities of the new editorial staff. We Ian on s c .,y New England SongFest _ Palmer Auditorium, 2:00-5:00p.m. ther agencies interest
know that improvement is forthcoming with the combination are many 0 •
f thusi d tal t hich th dit Tuesday,February 19 ed in this same kind of work. theo en usiasm an en w e newel ors possess. Experiment is the pioneer orga-
Editorial policy and feature writing provide ample oppor- Albeneri Trio Concert -- Palmer Auditorium, 8:30 p.m. nization in this field. Besides Eu-
tunity for creativity. Our own college environment as well as ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=====~~=~===~rope, Mexico, and Chile, groups
the broader scene offer material that can be handled in a vivid - this summer will be going to Nf-
and mature manner. The primary purpose of news writing is F RE ESP E E CH geria, Japan, and India.
to report accurately current topics which will interest the FuU SChedule
reader. A college newspaper is necessarily limited, on its A Forum of Opinion From On and Oft' Campus Traveling with the Experiment, •
.front page, to campus activities but, here again, our environ- The opinions expressed in thI. colwnn do not necessarilyreflect one does not have the title of
ment usually provides sufficient material. May we suggest, those of the editors. "tourist." She is able to get inside
h t
h t h . I ki th . th a foreign country and live withowever, a w en news 18 ac mg, ere 18 e possibility of Dear Editor: that more integration of the soph- the people. The American be-
making news. The technical end of the newspaper can be One of the contributions listed omore, junior, and senior classes comes another daughter and sis-
challenging in that an attractive and clever layout will stimu- in the minute print of The New will be achieved next year. tel' in the family. Walking with
late the reader's attention. In all these fields, the new staff York Times' daily record of addi- Freshman year would then pro- the children, marketing with the
is more than competent. tions to the Neediest Cases at vide the opportunity to become mother, and going to the movies
As we pen our last "30," and put our final issue to bed, we Christmas time was this: acquainted with one's own class and parties with those of her own
offer our sincerest congratulations to our successors.-EGD, From the girls in Branford but rather than continue segre- age ale only a part of. the sum-
EM. HOTuhsee'mCteonrenSeticntigCutht,CnOgU,enge-$thls2,2s'fgatethd,thtehclassesw~U!dbemixed mer that ';"illbe remembered for
or e ree remairung years. years to come.The schedule that
not that the girls contributed, but If, during the short time of an Experimenter lives under is
how they contributed; fifty cents second semester, students have that of her family and her own.
from each girl instead of a final developed a new attitude toward There is first a "hcmestay" of a
gift to her Secret Santa made their college education and a new month with the family and then
up the contribution. This strikes enthusiasm for collegeliving it is a couple of "weeks of exploring
me as particularly consistent with my. opinion that if we continue the country with a bi-national
the whole idea of Secret Santas, to.h~e Isolated by cla~ses,we are group of about twenty-five.
where the fun is in doing small rrussmg something VItal at Con- The deadline for this summer's
things for each other secretly, !1ecticut. Again thank you sen- application is April 1. If you are
rather than in gifts, and seems iors . . . you have opened the Interested, here are some of the
like a fine way to end that fun. eyes of many sophomores! girls on campus whom you can
Congratulations to Branford. Lynn Graves '59 contact:
Nancy Dorian '58 Dear Editor: Fran Nolde,Windham, .Franee,
Dear Editor: Carol Whitney and I wish to 1956;Dotty Dederick,Mary Hark:
At this time, I would like to ex- thank the members of the stu- ness, Spain, 1956; Muffie Gross,
press the thanks and the enthusl- dent body for demonstrating their Jane Addams, Switzerland, 1955;
asm of the Sophomore class for support of the literary supple. Jaynor Johnson, Jane Addams,
the interest taken and time spent ment by voting for our needed Germany, 1955; Joan Sampson,
by the seniors in trying to bring money allocation at the recent Jane Addams,Holland, 1955.
the two classes closer together. Amalgo. With this extra money
The seniors, in an effort to reo we will be 'financiallyable to pub- ----------'-----
new the sister tradition, have Itsh another edition of the supple-
made plans to bring together the ment. But having the necessary
sophomores and the seniors amount of money is only the be-
through the common interest of ginning of this project. Its sue-
department majors. D uri n gee s s f u I fulfillment will be
Freshman and Sophomore week achieved only with the enthusias-
by Lista Kennan '59 the traditional steps such as pir- there was a successful coffeegiv- tic support of the students.
The Ballet Theatre presented a ouettes, arabesques, entre chats, en by the seniors for all sopho- Contributions Wanted
very interesting and well bal- etc. It is a ballet designed to mores following the lecture and We are depending on those-of
anced. program Tuesday evening please almost all dance lovers. discussion program. Throughout you with ability and interest to
in Palmer Auditorium. Viewers Interplay was well chosen as the month of February dinners contribute to the spring issue of
anticipating purely classical bal. the concludingnumber of the per- are planned for seniors and soph- the supplement, which will ap-
let (Le. Swan Lake, The "Nut- formance. The choreographer, as omores in the same major de- pear shortly before spring vaca-
cracker Suite) might have been well as the dancers, obviouslyhad partment. tion. Please submit all articles
disappointed...For a performance fun with this selection.The dance The sophomores, who have stories and poems either to Carol
of this nature, I think their choice consisted of eight people who ex- made an effort to participate in Whitney or to myself as soon as
was excellent. ecuted extremely difficult steps, the plans, have been most encour- possible.Let us endeavor to make
Theme and Variations with from the point of view of pure aged in talking with the seniors. this issue a genuine reflectIon of
choreography by Balanchine and technique, to a rather jazzY'com- Enlightening experience was the literary ability at ConnecticutI
set to Tschaikowsky's music was position by Morton Gould.The reo gained, and it is felt that this College.
mainly a display of classical tech- suIt was delightful. It was al- contact with the upperclassmen Carol Spaulding '571--------------.
nique. It was decorative and col- most as if the choreographer had is an important part of the col· .------------=-.....:- _
ortul. The dancing was light and done this "tongue in cheek" and lege life. One acquires a better
undramatic as there was no story was letting his dancers have a perspective on the goals of a col-
or "meaning" underlying it. Lupe little fun in their spare time. The lege education \Uldthe opportuni-
Serrano outshone the rest of the choreographer must also have ties in college life from talking
ensemble including her partner, been very conscious of an all-en- with the seniors and upperclass-
Scott Douglas. In the Pas de compassing balance. There was men.
Deux she executed her difficult never a dancer who at any time Integrated Dorms
and precise steps with a grace seemed to be a backdrop, or just In the present dorm arrange-
and apparent ease which was ad- "standing around." Interplay left ments it is not possible to have
mirable; for this is the secret of the entire aUdiencewith a smile much contact between classes. As
all good ballet. on its face. there is much to be gained from
Core of Pedonnance I do hope.that ~t~e future the this inter-class relationship, it is
. Concert Senes WIllmclude more the hope of many sophomores
The Fall Rlve~Legend was the programs of this nature. _
core of the entire performance.
In contrast with the preceding Donaldson '59, Elayne L. Elashoff
ballet, it was based on a dramatic H L' '59, Mary W. Elsbree '59, IIse
story; that of Lizzie Borden who onors 1St Ann Farinholt '59, Carol D. Filli·
murdered her father and step- (Co.hued. tn.. Pace ODe) gar '59, Fleur A. Grandjouan '59,
mother at Fall River, Mass., in Edith A. Hollmann '59,Anne Hut-
1892. ton '59, Joan E. Ketlnan '59, Suo
Nora Kaye did a superb job as Twinem '57, BeverlyM.Vahlteich san R. Liefter '59, Jean C. Mac·
Lizzie Borden. Not only was her '57, Betty M.Weldon '57, Joan' G. Carthy '59, Carlene Newberg '59,
dancing a deiight to this viewer, Wood '57, Rosalia, Bonito '58, Judith A. Pratt '59, Tey D. Re-
but her dramatic interpretation of Alma T. c;anglano. 58, Anne ,W. bolledo '59, Margaret E. Regan
this unhappy girl, whose step. Carnahan 58, Maril~ Cohen 58, '59, Lilian J. Rodgers '59, Laurel
mother is cruel to her, and whose Belo/.Lo? A. Dunn 58, SylVIa L. Seikel '59, Katherine A. Usher
father in his weakness has turned FesJlan 58, Agnes S. Fulper '58, '59, Joan E. Wagner '59,Diane Y.
away from her, was sympathetic ~o~ah J. Grassle '58, l\;Iarie Ise- Williams '59, Janet E. Beh '60,
and convincing. The sets were lin 58,Jecu;M. Lawson 58,Helen Mary F. Cornelius '60, Jean M.
simple and effective E. Melrose 58. Curtiss '60, Sara·Ann Heimbach
. Judy·Arin H. Peck '58, Shirley '60, Brenda R. Hitchcock '60,
"Mod~m Ballet" A. Scrivener '58, Patricia R. Stei- Irene W. Jackson '60, Suzanne L.
The Fall RIver Legend was a gel' '58, Sarah N. Wilson '58 EIU·Loftus '60, Linda M. Maiuzzo '60,
good example of HMod~rnBallet," ott Adams '59, Barbara G. Bailey PatrIcia'L. Matzelle '60, Susan A.
that is to say, ballet Wlthmodern '59, Margaret H. Brown '59, Faye Reeder '60,Mary L. Robb '60,Lin-
themes and modes 01 interprela- F. Cauley '59, Virginia A. Childs da M. Strassenmeyer '60 Judith:~~'IbinutiStillpredominately c1as- '59, Winona M. Clinton '59, Eliz- W. V,auLaw '60,and Hann'ahWat.
ts use of toe shoes and abeth M. Corbett '59, Edith H. ers 60.
Scholarship Deadline
Scholarship applications for
Harvard and Yale Master 'of Arts
in Teaching programs must be
'filed by tomorrow, February 15.
Applications for entrance into
Master of Arts in Teaching pro-
grams without scholarship assist-
ance are due as follows: Harvard,
March 1; Wesleyan, April 1; and
Yale,May 1.
Applications forms can be ob-
tained from Miss Bernice Wheel-
er in New LondonHall, Room 212
----------IC.
Wanted- You!
Attention Freshmen, Soph-
omores, and Juniors. Are you
looking for an extra-curricu-
lar activity through which
you can release pent up en-
ergy? News has a new staff,
but the paper needs report-
ers, galley. readers, and typ-
ists. If you are interested in
a steady job with short hours
and no pay, join us today.
Put your name and dorm in
the News Box in the gym
for best results.
Bermuda BoundFall River Legend. Highlights
Ballet Theatre Performance
"Delays have dangerous
ends" was pennedby William
Shakespeare. Although your
delay may.not be dangerous,
it very well might be disap-
pointing. The point ... there
still is roomIto gopn the Col-
lege Week Tour to Bermu-
da! Dotty Egan '57 (whom
you can contact through
Campus Mail or in Jane Ad-
dams House) has all the in-
formation. She urges you to
see her immediately if you
are interested since she can-
not hold on to the remaining
reservations much longer.
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Thursday, February 14, 1957 CONNECTICVT COLLEGE NEWS
Old Laee~Nemlaee
CAPITOL •
da~b~~~:.e:~;~::ADd Straight Laeed
bie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher; Just in case you have not 001- loot. This is not the ordinary
and the Man in the Vault with lected the usual assortment of grab bag. No, indeed. We even
Anita Ekberg and William Camp- timely greetings fort his memor- orrer previews . . . and not the
bell. able day, News wishes each and disillusioning kind offered by the
S da Feb 17Tuesda: every one of you a very Happy movie companies these days. On
un y, . ruary· Y, Valentines Day-with all the ap- with the matter at hand . . .
F~ruary 19. Thr~ Brave Men propriate lace, hearts, and flow- reading clockwise, the cards look
WIth Ernest Borgmne and Ray erg The ordinary CC student will lik this: t nt 'c! k th
Mill d: d W f Pitcai . e . a mne 0 oc are ean '. an omen. 0 1 cairn not be contented with the above mid-Victorian comic valentines.
g;:fd WIth Lynn Ban and James yerbage. No. she wants her cards You know the kind: the indirect
g. m the fiesh, so to speak. Well approach with rows of straight
Wednesday, Febrnary 20·Tues· now, the word is out that the li· lace. The portrait of that day
da.y, February 26: The Rainmaker brary has great batches of same seems to have been lost amid
with Katharine Hepburn and for absolutely free-all you have flowery swirls and swiggles of
Burt Lancaster; and The Black to do. is break a few display cases flowers andthings. Actually, the
Whip with Paul Newman. while no one is looking or some- portraits of that day were not
thing. You could even get your portraits at all; they were more
fnends to stand guard and see like caricatures. In fact, they still
that nobody is watching. Luckily, are caricatures. even if they have
the particular display case which collected dust and a few spots
houses these little messages of which give great promise of de-
love is handily located by the veloping into penicillin. \
stairway. This will allow a rapid ~ndnl ht M
departure from the scene, or as g ess
the boys from Kentucky Unlver- At twelve noon (perhaps twelve
sity would say; the fast break. midnight ,;vould be more appro-
Can You Walt? priate because these things are
Before we proceed with the b;tter left inthe dark) at twe~ve
anatomy of the crime, let's take 0 clock are extremely Victonan
a bigger and better look at the See "Old Lace"-Page 8
Sophomores as Foster Parents
Give Pleasure to Korean Boy
Oh Tae Won, a ten-year-old Korean boy, is now a happy
child, thanks to the class of 1959. When his situation was
brought to the attention of the Sophomore Class not long ago,
it was unanimously decided to adopt him. This was accom-
plished through the Foster Parents' Plan, whose interna-
tional headquarters is located in New York City.
As his new "foster parents," the
girls have enabled Oh Tae Won to
obtain an adequate amount of
food and clothing, as well as the
necessary security of knowing
that someone in the United States
cares for him.
In Oh Tae Won's words ... "I
am much obliged to you. My mind
is full of pleasure and I am very
happy ... I paid my school fee
out of monthly plan grant and I
like to eat the butter which you
have sent me through plan. I re-
ceived a beadwear, a piece of
shirt, a pair of rubber shoes and
three pairs of sock with thankful
mind ... With all my love, Your
affectionate foster child, on Tae
Won."
Pre-War Happiness
As one of four children, Oh Tae
Won does not differ greatly in
background from other destitute
Korean children. Before the onset
of the Korean War, Dh Tae Won,
South Korea forces again took
possession of Seoul, Oh Tae
won's mother took the children
back totheir home; it was one of
the few structures to remain
standing after the extensive
bombing raids. The mother, un-
able to earn a living, sold the
house and, for a year, the family
lived on the money she obtained
for it. Finally. the mother was
forced to tum to peddling as a
means of livelihood. Selling vege-
tables in this manner brought in
no more than forty of fifty cents
a day. With this insignificant
amount, the mother tried to get
the basic needs of life for her
children. Still today, the family
often goes without food and
warmth.
OHTAEWON
Other Cbildren
The oldest boy, Oh Tong Won
(16), is now attending Kyung Bok
High School as a scholarship stu-
dent, thereby receiving his school
expenses without charl!e. The sis-
ter, Tong Sook (13), takes care of
the home while the mother i~
away during the day. Kang Won
(7) and Tae Won are in grade
school.
Cbildbood Ambitions
Oh Tae Won is an alert, active
boy and enjoys rough-and-tumble
games with his friends. He does
. very well in school, and is par-
ticularly adept at mathematics.
At times he says he wants to be
a judge just like his father; at
other times, he claims that he
would like to be president.
Thanks to Sophomores
The Sophomore Class certainly
has contributed toward making
Oh Tae Wan's life full and rich as
it should be. The girls have help-
ed to lift him from a poverty-
stricken condition to one in which
he will be able to lead a healthy,
normal life.
his two brothers and his sister
lived comfortably in Seoul with
their parents. Their father, a law-
yer, was respected in the com-
munity for his good character
and his leadership. His mother, a
contented woman who led a nor-
mal, pleasant existence, was de-
voted to her family and her
housekeeping duties.
The Communists from North
Korea marched into Seoul within
three days of the outbreak of the
war. Oh Tae Won's father was
included among the many whose
positions of leadership and re-
sponsibility led to their death or
abduction into North Korea. The
pattern of a happy home and con-I
tentment came to an abrupt and I
tragic end, and Oh Tae Won's
family was faced with loneliness I
and poverty.
Destitution IWhen the United Nations and _
I
Blood Wedding Casts
Wig and Candle
TRYOUTS
Blood Wedding
by Garcia Lorca
Tues. February 19, Bill 101
4:20-6:00 and 7:00-10:00
"... In -Lorca's play, the
fatal wedding is a blood ..
stained thread drawn through
the fabric of village life. It
is a play of ancient folkways,
as well as of one great cdis-
aster .... Haunted drama
. . . Fire and wonder , . . In-'
candescence."-Brooks Atkin-
son, N. Y. Times.
save in a savings hank
THE SAVINGS BANK OF NEW LONDON
The Finest Selection in Town
Long.Playing Regular 45 rpm
"WhaJ you need at any .peed"
Sbop at Our Modern Music Center
Complete Record Player Departmeut
CHARGESWELCOMED CHECKSCASHED
74 State Street Phone GI 2-4391 NewLondon
MALLOVE'S RECORD DEPr.
•
Movie Calendar
GARDE
'I'hursday, February 14: Mad-
ame Butterfly with Kaoru Yachi-
qusa.
FrIday, February 15-Tuesday,
February 19: Cinderella and Blue
Men of Morocco.
Wednesday, February 20-Tues-
da.y, February 26: Battle Hymn
with Rock Hudson and Martha
Hyer; and Utah Blaine with Rory
Calhoun.
PUZZLES·
IFYOUR answers to the first 24 puzzles/,onformed to the correct list of
answers published at the end of the past
semester, you can and must submit
answers to eight tie-breaking puzzles, in
order to compete for the prizes in the tie.
Remember-first prize is a tour for
two around the world, and there are 85 .
other valuable prizes.
The first two of the eight tie-breakers
are published herein, according to rule
2(b) of the official Tangle Schools rules:
2(b) In case more than one .pereon
solves correctly the same number of
puzzles, the prize tied for and as many
TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO.1
CLUE: A leading experimental college for
women, this New England school fea-
tures workshops as part of the regular
social science, literature and performing
arts programs. There is a 10-week non-
resident term here.
ANSWER _
Nome _
Addre8S -,- _
City --"Sta/e, _
Coll<ge _
•NO OTHER CIGARETTE
CAN MATCH THE TASTE
OF TODAY'S
OLD GOLD'S
Regular, King Size, or Filters,
today's Old Golds taste terrific ...
thanks to an exclusive blend of tbe finest
nature-ripened tobaccos ... so rich .••
so light ... so golden bright!
~t 196'7, JiarTyB.l!oIlUteI'
"
subsequent prizes as there are persons
tied will be reserved and those so tying
will be required to solve a set of tie-
breaking puzzles to determine the order
in which the reserved prizes will be
awarded.
Each of the tie-breaking puzzles will
contain scrambled letters forming the
mimes of either one, two or three Ameri-
can colleges or universities.
Do not mail these tie-breakers now!
Save them until you have completed all
eight tie-breaking puzzles. Details on
when and where to mail the tie-breakers
will be published with the eighth puzzle.
TIE-BREAKING PUZZLE NO.2
~~.TxT
~
CLUE: This university, located in the
Southwest, was originally named Add-
Ran for ita two founders. Its present
name dates from 1902. One of its divi-
sions is Brite College of the Bible.
ANSWER ~--------
Nam.e _
Addre8S' _
City .State, _
Coll<ge' _
•
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Exhibit of Pittsburgh Artists
Shows Individuality in Styles
by Katie Lindsay '57 the individual artists here seem
to be working in varying degrees
During the first half of Febru- with formal and conceptual con.
ary, a showing of works by four-
teen contemporary Pittsburgh cerns similar to some oontem-
artists will be shown in Fanning porary style. A vast amount of
on the second floor. Employing a sources are available to the young
variety of media and styles, this artist today, and it is almost im-
group of artists six women and possible to avoid their influence
eight men, is, a~ a whole, vitally in some. way. Among t~e sty.le.s
concerned with the essentially Iseen as mfl.~ences .ill this exhibi-
modern artistic problems which tion, three m p~rtlcUlar seem to
confront us today. and it is inter. be.th~ most easily spotted. In the
esting to note the different ap- painting Steel. Valley. No. 2, ~y
proaches used by each towards Charles Leclair, an mterest. In
the finding of a personal solution. certain formal aspects of. Cubism
. may be seen. Here, there IS an en-
Although each artist has a tirely visual presentation of the
basically different, individual way subject from all aspects by the
of working,there is one common use of angular interweaving
technical ~haracteris!ic wh.ic~ can planes and carefui color arrange-
be seen I~ all t~eJr paintings. ment. A feeling of activity and
They all display, l,n varying de- rhythm is given to an essentially
grees, .a craftsn:an s. co.ncem for static subject, the visual elements
the fimsh of .their paintings, care- being obviously more important
tully smoothing down the surface to the artist than the subject mat-
and allowing only a minimum of tel'. An interest in the "reality of
actual brush work to show. The unreality" is shown by William
work become~ one step removed C. Libby in his two meticulously
from the artist, standing apart finished works. Realistic frag-
f~om i~ actual proc~ss of crea- ments are here presented in un-
tlOO. TIus surface. slIckness be· realistic, incongruous situations,
c?mes to them an .ImpoytB:-Dttech· much in the style of the Surreal.
mcal ,Part of thelf. paInting, the ists. The explosive scattering of
n.egahve 8:spect beIng the occa· these fragments introduces an un.
s~on~ sac~fice of a freshnes.s and comfortable overtone of fear in
VItalIty w~Ich would ?t~e~se be his works, enhanced by a rather
the:e. ThI~ characterIstIc 15 ~s· unexpected use of color. A can-
peclally. eVIdent when lo.oked at. I~ cern for broad, flat pattern with a
comparIsob to the e~rher ~xhibl. clean linear emphasis after the
tion 01 works by John GrIllo of style of Gauguin is shown in Des.
the Ne~ york School. Her~, the pair by Lisa J. Sternglass. Sub.
e~phasIs IS on. a sense of Imme· dued colors are here juxtaposed,
dla?y and ~hrectness, factors producing a totally unified rhyth.
WhICh are an mtegral. payt of the mic surface pattern, activating
New York SChO?1 artIst~ concep· the pictorial plane to a great ex.
tion. These artIsts belIeve that tent
the creative act of painting is .
equally important as the work it· This exhibition is presented by
self, and its process is left clearly the Carnegie Institute of Pitts·
The February Ireeting of the evident. This search for immedia· burgh with which all these art·
International Relations Club will cy 6f the New York School, along ists have been, in some way, as·
, with the con.cern for craftsman· sociated.be held this evening at 7:00 in
the Commuters' Lounge, Fan. ship common to the Pittsburgh
ning. A panel of foreign students group, are two very important ar·
who are spending this year at tistic currents which are present
Connecticut will discuss their ed. in American art today.
ucational backgrounqs and their Individuality
reasons for choosing American A variety of artistic styles is
study. shown in this exhibition, assert·
Following the discussion, the ing the individuality of each art.
panel will turn its attention to a ist's way of working. This does
comparison of dating and social not mean that each painting can
customs in this country and the be definitely classified as one spe.
students' home lands. The memo cific stylistic "ism" for, in many
bel's of the panel will be Hanne cases, more than one influence
Christiansen, Birgitta Arvill, Diet· may be seen, but a majority of
lind Althaus, Anna Diaz, and l-r::::::::::~::::;:==================:;Rena Kasnaki. Barbara Cohn '58
will narrate the program.
The program for United Na·
tions Weekend, which will be held
here March 8 and 9, will be out·
lined at this evening's meeting of
IRC. Africa in the Modern World
is the topic chosen for this week
end. Delegates will come to the
college from colleges and univer·
sities in Connecticut, Massachu·
setts, and Rhode Island.
/
Freshman-Sophomore Critics
Focus on Speakers' Comments
(Editor's IIote : The Mind ... Its Diet and Care ?vas the gen-
eral theme of Freshman-Sophomore Week. Linda Maiuzeo, a
freshman, presents her interpretation. of the lecture pre-
sented Tuesday afternoon, Februarij 5 by Professor Leonard
Doob of the Psychology Department at Yale University. Car-
lene Newberg, a sophomore, Dives her uieios of the evening
lecture presented by Dr. Richard D. Weigle, president of St.
John's Colleoe.)
by Linda l\oIajuzzo'60 by Carlene Newberg '59
"The Mind .. Its Diet and Dr. Richard D. Weigle, prest-
Care," the title of the lectures dent of St. John's College in An-
featured in our traditional Fresh- napotts. Maryland, delivered the
man - Sophomore Program pro- evening lecture on February 5 in
duced an attitude of curiosity and Palmer auditorium.
brought a large body of students Dr. Weigle began his lecture on
together in Palmer Auditorium, the Care and Feeding of the Mind
Tuesday, February 5. The gen- by giving a brief resume of the
eral significance of these two Iee- changing philosophical concept of
tures was to cause us to hesitate the mind. By his mention of the
for a moment in the daily strug- theories of several famous philos-
gIe to fill assignments and to ophers, he suggested that the
meet deadlines, and to consider mind is a difficult organism to de-
the long-range picture of the fine and that its functions are
worth of our efforts. complex and uncertain.
The first lecturer, 01'. Leonard The next step was obvious. In
Doob, is a psychology professor at Dr. Weigle's words, "What does
Yale University and has made the the mind mean to you and to
field of social psychology his par- me?" Apologizing for the neces-
ticular concern. In his informal sary over·simplification, he stated
manner, Dr. Doob began by stat· some basic properties of the mind
ing the many complexities in the com.fT\..Onto the various theories.
consideration of such a problem IThe mind possesses first the phe·
as the use of one's mind. He clari·1 nomenon of thought, second the
fied the concept of mind as a se· property of knowing, third the
ries of complex responses asso· ability of self·knowledge. In all
cia ted with the outside influences cases, the knowledge of the mind
upon one and the actions pro· is beyond sense perception. The
duced as a result. Dr. Doob as· purpose or intention of the mind
sumed that one acts favorably to is to work toward some goal.
the idea of using one's mind and Three Functions
with this thought in mind, he un· The mind has three functions:
rav~led some of t!te mysteries to assimulate knowledge, to de.
~hlCh connected. wlt~ the e,ffec. velop skills ttnd arts and\ to seek
t~ve use of the mInd III all SItua· understanding. The individual
tIons.. gathers knOWledge from society,
Dr. Doob ~omted out ~hat we from parents and from experi-
?all o.n.our. mmds to function only ence. This process of absorption
In CrISIS CIrcumstances and rely, continues throughout life. In can.
in ordinary situations, on habit trast to Dr. Doob's theory that
and ~et pattef?s of thought and the imposition of rules and be.
reactIOn. He pomted out, however, liefs is an obstacle to the exercise
that the mind must function so. as of the mind, Dr. Weigle stressec1
to find answers to problems WhICh Ithe positive effect of such train·
are outside ourselves and not a ing. ,
part of the pre·formed pattern of The second function of the
r.esponse. The. three major func· mind, that of developing skills or
tions ~f t~e .mm.d may be defit;ed arts, involves the acquisition of
as dlScr~n:matIOn, abstractIOn practical arts, creative arts and
and creatIVIty .and .are generally liberal arts. Dr. Weigle defined
referred to as mtellIgence. arts as the tools through which
l\olind in Crisis man develops his potential. He
Dr. Doob maintained that there s.tressed the ~~ortance of .the
are many elements in daily living lIberal art o~ thinkmg. Dr. WeIgle
which form obstacles to the using here mentIOned that a ~ollege
uf the mind. There exists a so. campu.s ma~ be a v~ry dl~CUlt
cialization process which condi. place ~n WhICh ,to thmk. HIS ex·
tions every individual to the can. planatIOn of thIS statement was
ventions and common expectan. ~hat o~e can ?ecome so absorbed
cies of society. Other such out. m speCIfic subJect ma~ter th~t ?ne
side influences as laws and co~es never develops the S~IlJ of sittm.g
place limits upon the individual. bGlck ~nd conte~platmg the baSIC
There are the factors which come questIOns of hfe. One ~ust d:·
from within him and cause him velop the arts of analYSIS, defim·
to fall into the more comfortable tion, dec.isio~, discrimination and
pattern of habit, resistirw the ~mmu:r:ucatlOn, or the power of
temptations to use his mind. Each expr~sslOn. The methodology of
social group has its own peculiar th~nkmg and the deve]op~ent of
obstacles as seen in the situation skills are of far greater Import·
of the woman attempting to com. ance tha~ a stora~e of facts. .
pete with men on a professional . The thIrd functIOn ?f the mmd
level. Each age group -is con. IS to se~k understandIng. I~ ml;lst
cerned with different problems re·e?,a.ml~e, compar~ and Just~y
and in the anxiety over world at- ba~1CbelIefs. T~e mmd de~s WIth
fairs it tends to withdraw from unIversal questions; what IS Jus·
the problems or over.simplify the ti~e, what is man's relationship
'complexities of these problems. WIth God. We must not accept
ready-made answers to these IS·
Feeding the l\Dnd sues but must explore them and
It is necessary, stated Dr. Doob, endeavor to understand them.
t~ feed the mind so that it may To Nurture the MInd
o ercome th~se obstacles. .He Having discussed the character.
spo.ke of two I"!portant prem~ses istics and functions f the mind
WhICh would stimulate. the mInd. Dr. Weigle described °the require~
There must be a certam amount . .. .
of discontent in the in~ividual to ments of an mstItu~Ion WhICh can
cau h· I I h·· d best nurture the mmd and enablese Im 0 re y upon IS mm· f· . Hfo ·bl I Ii Th It to per arm Its functIOns. e
r a pOSSI e so u on. ere cited St. John's as an example of
must also be freedom ~o choose an educational system which
between two alternatives and .
freed I d I· h' comes closest to what he believesom 0 e ay III reac mg a ..
decl·sl· It a ltd th t I are the perfect condItIons for theon. w s s a e ,a an- feeding of the mind.
guage, other than one s own, First of all St John's has an
would make one more sensitive elective syst~m 'where students
to problems,. . . do not specialize in any particular
Co.lJ~ge life prO'~ldes oPh~al field. Majors are non·existant and
conditIons for usmg the mmd, departments have been discontin.
say~ Dr. Do~b. Although the p~es- ued. There is a single unified cur.
ent Impulse 15 not to use the mmd, riculum with seminars twice a
but rem~n a :'vege~able," we week, daily tutorials and lab ses.
must reSIst thIS easier pattern sions. To develop the mind, one
See "Doob"-Page 6 See ''Weigel''-Page 6
Dr. White Reveals
Faith, Fact, Fancy
InMedieval Life
Dr. Beatrice White, Visiting lee-
turer in English from the Unfver-
sity of London, spoke before a
mixed audience of faculty and
students this afternoon in Hale
Laboratory. Her topic was Fact
and Fancy in Medieval Litera-
ture.
A scholar in the fields of Me-
dieval and Early Tudor Litera-
ture, Dr. White focused her Iec-
ture on the approach to natural
phenomena in the Middle Ages.
She stated that the Old English
poet expressed himself on the
subject of nature with more di-
rectness than later medieval writ-
ers. The early poet was less ham-
pered by both the views of the
church and a highly developed
regard for r.ules of rhetoric.
These two factors, plus the cur-
rent epistemology in which the
value of the natural world was
relative, account for some of the
prevailing medieval attitudes to
natural phenomena.
Dr. White went on to say that
the encyclopedias of knowledge
and the hagiology of the times
revealed the absence of scepti·
cism and the prevalence of a will·
ing suspension of disbelief. Faith,
fact, and fancy are inextricably
interwoven in the medieval de·
sign for Jiving.
Drawing from various se1ec·
tions Qf medieval literatur~, Dr.
White interspersed her lecture
with relative and amusing anec·
dotes.------
Foreign Students
Discuss Homelands
Surprise!
April 4 is the date to keep
open . . . Promises to be
unique, exciting, scintillating,
etc., on CC Campus . . .
Something you've never be·
fore seen here . . . Watch
next week's issue of the
News for details!!!
IT'S FOR REAL! by Chester Field
•
f EVERYBODY'S 1
1
,
I VOI!~:~~:~~!.
IDo you !!t°b~e~ ~h!n peopleI
Istart talking about their trip to tEurope? Sure, you do. Everybody'Stalking about Europe these days. I'But here's your chance to be "one~
up" on all the others. You can go.
around the world! •
For not much more than the cost I
at a trip to Europe. you caa visit
all of the adventurous spOts in the I
world. You'll see Honolulu, Tokyo, I
Hongkon~. Bangkok. Calcutta,
Delhi, Cairo. Damascus - plus, at I
Icourse, those old standbys, Rome,Paris, London and all the rest.The ridiculously low cost ot thisall-expense tour arranged by Amer·
lean Youth Abroad Is a bargaln
$1995. Starting times are June 231
and July 7.
For tree Information about this
amazing chance to become "one-I
up" in travel conversation, wrlte
Ithe group leader today - he's a IPrinceton taculty member. •MR. NEALE RONNING I
I 2 DICKINSON STREETPRrNCETON. !I.'EW JERSEY
iff tor some reason you just wantto gooto Europe, tours tram $295 to$1045 are also avaUable. I
HE-MAN DREW
Rich man of the campus was Danny Drew
Because of his wonderful chest tattoo-
A beautiful lady exquisitely etched-
When he flexed his muscles she got up and stretched
His buddies aU gave him their hard..,arned dough
For the pleasure of watching
his pectoral show.
MORAL: Accept no substitute for real
enjoyment. Take your pleasure BIG.
Smoke Chesterfield and smoke for real.
. Made better by ACCD·RAY, it's the
Smoothest tasting smoke today.
Smoke for real ••• smoke Chesterfield
$.50 for every philosophicalverseacceptedfor 'If:=::~~;;;;;:""publication. ChesterfieJd, P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N.Yt
o 1QpIt>l: .. ,...TobaccoCo.
•
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CHIEF J STICE lbell duty •. coordination of thel PRESIDENT OF AA
, dorm chairmen, and being the lia-
by.Dotty Egan 57 ison between the students and by N9:"cy Stevens'57 .
The Chl~f Justice of H0r:t0r administration regarding the The. ~resJdent of the Athletic
Court presides over each seSSIOn work program IAssociation finds herself at the
of the Court; at this time she im- . head of a large organization
partially presents all cases' to the Student-Faculty Forum is an which she, with her Council, must
judges. In addition to these meet- organization for which the Vice keep orderly and manageable. In
ings she holds regular office President is chairman and organ- addition to being interested in the
hours to receive reports of via- izer. This .FaruI? is one which many phases of the Athletic As.
lations of Student Government sponsors discussion between fac- sociaticn, the AA President
regulations. During her weekly ulty and students o~ aca.demic as should be a well organized person
meetings with the Dean, the Chief well as campus SItuations and and have sufficient time to devote
Justice seeks advice on the han- problems. to her duties.
dJing of specific cases an~ dis- The third duty of the Vice During ~he course of .the ye~r,
cusses questions of general Inter- President is to attend meetings of the activities of the Presldent will
est to the college community. the Absence Committee with the include calling and presiding over
The position affords an ex- Deans, the Doctor, the Registrar, ~eekly Council meetings, schedu-
ceptional opportunity to deal in- and the President of the Junior Hng the three. sport se~sons, set-
dividually with members of the class. This committee is the one tmg. up special con~nuttees for
student body and with the facul- which reviews the before and specific events~ making out the
ty. When a student reports her- after vacation absences from AA .B.udget wlth the treasurer,
self, the Chief Justice must try classes. presiding over ':-A Co~ees and
to anticipate questions which lat- parties, arranging tunes ~nd
er will be of aid to the Court in The fourth and probably the dates for play days, conferring
judging the case and must re- most technical function of the with the Physic~ Education De-
quest further details on these Vice President is the handling of partment, attending St~dent Gov.
points. If advice is needed, it all-college elections, assisted by ernment C~bmet meetings each
must be given in the manner an election committee of two ~eek, and In. general .. ~epresent-
thought to be most helpful to the girls from each class. rug the Athletic ASSOCiationwhen-
student. Since it is impossible to This position requires time and ever necessary.
PRESIDENT OF judge in advance when a student interest. both of which are neces- PRESIDENT OF
will d h I th Chi f J tl sary in any office of Student Gov.STUDENT nee .c.p, e Ie. us Ice SERVICE LEAGUEmust be willtng to set aside her ernment. The office provides a
GOVERNMENT own schedule and to grant her stimulating experience in the af- . by Betsy O'Brasky
time to the student whenever a fairs of the college as a whole. Smce Service League is ourby Naney Hamilton '57
The office of the President of difficulty arises. The duties of the
Student Government can not be office can be time-consuming, but
precisely defined, for the duties they offer much satisfaction and
and powers which are set down provide a most rewarding expert-
in black and white are only part ence.
of the story. Her duties to you SPEAKER OF THE
and to the college go much deep-
er and far beyond those stated in HOUSE
the "C" Book. She represents you by Nancy Dorian '58
continually in meetings, appoint- The job of the Speaker of the
ments, coffees, etc.; she is con- House deals with dorm life spe-
cerned with coordinating the ciflcally and college life in gen-
three branches of Student Gov- eral. As head of the House the
ernment and furthering the un- Speaker has dorm problems and
derstanding between the faculty, questions referred to her, both in
administration and Student Body; meetings and informally. Organ-
and she deals with your questions izationally, she tries to make the
and problems, as well as those in- House a place where matters con-
volved in maintaining a responsi- cerning the dorms can be handled
ble college community. In gener- effectively; here all the imagina-
aI, she W'brks toward a realiza· tion and inventiveness she has
tion of the aims and purpose of will come in handy so that she
Student Government. can devise new approaches to old
Important in your looking for problems.
"a candidate, however, is not as At the same time, as a member
much what her duties are but of Cabinet and Student Organi-
how best they can be fulfilled. zation, her work includes campus
.,.. When looking carefully at her re- life in general Both of these
sponsibilities and realizing the ex groups are discussion points for
tensiveness of her job as your all kinds of college matters, in-
representative, what qualities do elUding the dorm questions that
you believe to be most desirable? the speaker often relays to them
Which are needed for someone from House of Representatives.
working with you individually Much of the Speaker'S work is
and collectively, in working with preparation for meetings-talk-
the administration, and presiding ing to various members of the
over meetings; for someone dis administration and staff, con-
cussing your I:>roblems and those ferring with other Student Gov-
accompanying the continuance of ernment officers, and organizing
a well-organized community; for material for formal presentation
someone discussing the questions in meetings.
of honor, justice, and dormitory Both in the preparation phase
matters? Knowing that not all
could be attained, which of the and in the meetings themselves,
candidates comes closest to the the Speaker can use enthusiasm
ideal? Some assets might be sin and ingenuity, good judgment to
cere interest, perseverence, vital help her see more than one side
'bi! of any question, and ability to seeity, sense of justice, responSl
ity, sound judgment, initiative, long-run purposes or effects.
organizatIon, patience, under VICE PRESIDENT OF
standing, etc. STUDENT
The duties of the President, .
with which you are familiar and GOVERNMENT
which are set forth in the "C" by \Vendy Allen '57
Book consist of calling and pre The office of Vice Presiden t of
siding over Cabinet meetings and Student Government is both a
Amalgos attending Honor Court challenging ..and rewarding one.
and Hou'se Rep. -as an ex officio As Vice President,the student has
member, and being a member of four major functions aside from
the Committee on Student Organ attending the weekly Cabinet
izations. She has the power to meetings of Student Government.
grant special permissions, to veto,
and must sign all bills of legisla The primary responsibility of
the Vice President is the direc·
tiP;~r any office, one can learn tion and handling of the college-
fairly easily the duties of the wide work program, involving
office but it takes considerably -;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i1
more' thought to decide what Ii'
qualities are necessary in fulfill
ing these duties. This value judg-
ment is your own, and is a very
important one if your president
and other officers are to be the
strong leaders you wish to sup
port and follow.
Student Leaders Define Officers
Officers Speak campus organization responsiblefor directing all welfare services
and social events, there are many
departments within the League
itselt. There are committees
which work on local community
services, National Community
services, the various mixers and
dances. These committees work
on Learned House, Clothing and
Book Drive, the Bloodmobile, and
charity drives among other
things.
It is the job of the President
of service League to integrate
the activities of these committees,
as 'wen as to act as the League's
representative to Cabinet. She
works closely with all the com.
mittee heads and might be con-
sidered a liaison among the vart-
ous committees. The president's
job is very interesting as there is
also a great deal of expansion in
the League itself which she can
initiate and sponsor. In the past
few years, there have been at-
tempts by the League to sponsor
more events of a social nature on
campus. Because the President is
important in this expansion pro-
gram it is important to elect as
your 1957-58 President of Serv-
ice League a girl with lots of en-
thusiasm and interest.
The proced ure for college elec-
tions was outlined in Amalgo last
night. Clarification of these rules
can be found on pages eleven
through thirteen of the C Book.
News, this week, is printing arti-
cles submitted by all those outgo.
ing Student Government' officers
whose positions can be nominat-
ed by any member of the student
body. The officers have listed
what they believe are the essen.
tial characteristics to consider
when a student wishes to nomi-
nate a particular individual for a
Student Government office.
Intentions for nomination can
be filed on the following days:
President of Student Government,
Tuesday, February 19; Chief.J"us-
tice and Speaker of the House,
Wednesday, February 20; Vice-
President of Student Government
and President of AA, Thursday,
February 21; and President of
Service League, Friday, February
22.
L. Lewis & Co.
China - Glass - Silverware
and
Unusual Gifts
GI 34270 142 State Street
Offstage With Nora Kaye
by Vicki deCastro '58 As a child, Miss Kaye admits, she Dancer's Triwnphs
This Tuesday evening, Miss did not want to dance, but her Among her triumphs as a reo
Nora Kaye of the Ballet Theatre parents kept her in school under sult of her work are, in the dra-
thrilled us with her sensitive, su- Fokine until she was fifteen. matic field, Jardin Aux Lilas, The
perbly compelling portrayal of I"'1twas then that she was chos- Fall River Legend, and Facsimile;
the Accused in The Fall River en to be a member of the Ballet and, in the classical field, Swan
Legend. Following her perform- Theatre, also under Michael Fo- Lake and Giselle. When asked
ance, she gave me an equally fas· kine. It was then~ that she deter· which of these she most pre.
cinating personal interview. A mined to be a great dancer. ferred, she revealed that her pre!.
matchless performer, she would Dramatic Interpretation erence seems to change every
have a right to play the prima Miss Kaye, excelling in both y~ar, but, she admitted, she will
donna, but she does not. On the classical and dramatic ballet, en- always have a strong attachment
stage, Miss Kaye appears emo- joys doing both equally as well. for Antony Tudor's Pillar of Fire,
tional, highly sensitive, fiercely Heredity has proven itself in her the dance of her debut upon
dramati~; in pers0!1' she is genial, case, for she drew from her actor which she rose to stardom.
co~~:~~tIve, and, In fact, almost father a rich dramatic sense. She, Recently, the Ballet Theatre re-
re '.. . therefore, likes to tell a story in turned from a six month tour of
. To thIS ballerma. her art 1.S her Iher dancing. Even while perform- Europe which Miss Kaye de-
~,lfe. ~o dance well, she ?ell~ve~: ing classical ballet, she seeks to scribed as thrilling as it was il-
reqUIres complete dedlCatlOn. interpret sensitivelY. the meaning. luminating. She found it particu-
At ~he a~e ?f fiftee~, she set per- behind her dance. She endeavors larly exciting to be able to prove
fectIon In mterpretIve ballet as to instill a dramatic note into all to the old culture of the continent
her goal in life. Her purpose has her work. While dancing a part, through the troupe's perfection i~
even been to achieve this goal. such as The- Accused, she keeps dance, the superiority of the cuI.
Her reward lies not in the ap- before her at every moment, the tural growth in the United States.
plause of her audience, but in the meaning of her story; she truly She found it particularly enlight.
achievement of this purpose. becomes, feels as the person she ening to notice the variety of re-
Miss Kaye revealed that, liter· would portray. Having learned sponse in the different countries
ally, she has known nothing of from a choreographer the dance in which she played. The grateful
"natural" life, and recently she steps and digested her part as an response which greeted their per.
has seldom lived in a real home. actress in a play, she throws her· formance in London was to her
The troupe are her "family," hav- self into the interpretation using the greatest achievement, as this
ing lived and worked together'so the music as a background stimu- city has long been a center of
long that they have all become Ius. Miss Kaye personally dislikes great ballet. The tour included
very close. She admitted that it is abstract ballet, ha~ing concentrat- YugoslaVia, Greece, Lebanon,
only when she is very tired after ed her efforts in the dramatic field. Italy, Holland, Monte Carlo, Por-
much work that she regrets hav· She describes this type of danc· tugal, and ended in Madrid. Miss
ing missed life or being without a ing as a new field in Which she Kaye noted that in some of these
home. feels and is proud to be a kind of countries the people had never
Unreal Childh()()() pathfinder, a kind of pioneer. witnessed a ballet. Their enthusj.
Miss Kaye began studying bal- Miss Kaye's work does not astic applause she always found
let under Michael Fokine at the cease after a performance, but gratifying.
age of seven. With studying each day she participates with Miss Kaye concluded our inter-
dance, taking lessons from a pri- the troupe in conditioning classes view by saying that she found
vate tutor, and playing in operas for technique. When she is not on her audience here at Connecticut
at the Met as an elf or a page, she toor, she is going to school. In most responsive and most enjoy-
missed all those usual joys of spite of haVing achieved a bit of able to perform before and she
childhood. Hers was a "strange perfection, she continues to expressed the hope that she
childhood." She had no friends ex- learn. Before every performance, would sometime be able to re-
cept the girls in her ballet classes; she dilligently works through a turn. I
she never participated in sports; rehearsal.
in fact, she rarely ever Played'I;:===-:r'iMPtY»Ti\~mrT:crn;-nPij;;YTMr:.;;:===:;CAMP COUNSELLOR OPENINGS
- for Faculty, Students and Graduates -
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
•.. comprising 250 outstanding Boys, Girls, Brother-8ister and
Co·Ed Camps, located throughout the New England, l\Dddle
Atlantic States and Canada
..• INVITES YOUR lNQUiRIES concerning summer employ·
ment as Counsellors, Instructors and Administrators.
, •• POSITIONS in children's camps, In all areas of activities,
are available.
20 Bank Street GIhson 3·3304
WRITE OR CALL IN PERSON
ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAl\IPS
DEPT. C
55 West 42nd Street, Room 743 New York se, N. Y.
"Everything in Yard Goods"
THE MILL END SHOP
•
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Company Sleuths Start Interviews
The calendar for senior interviews during the week beginning
February 18 Is as follows:
German Club Meets
The Gennan Club will have
a joint meeting with the
'~erein" from Yale Febru-
ary 23. Members who plan to
attend and who missed the
meeting on February 7
should get in touch with Mar-
lene Rapp '58, Freeman, for
further details.
Tu_y, February1~FILENE'S<_n) 1
(Executive Training Program)
Wedneoday, February 2..-GmL SCOUTS j'
<Professional opportunities throughout the U. S.l
1Thursday, February 21-'1'lME, INC.(Editorial and Business areas) I Doohwill return on February 28. In
January, students were inter-
viewed by the Near East Colleges
Association and the Cooperative
Bureau of Teachers. Now, in Feb-
mary, the schedule is filling up
rapidly. Last week employment
opportunities at the Rockefeller
Institute in New York and at the
Westchester County Department
and Social Welfare were de-
scribed.
Don't be surprised if you see
your senior friends in suits and
heels in the middle of the week.
They are not leaving early for a
long weekend-they are being in·
terviewed for joba!
Recruiting began earlier than
usual this year. A team from the
Women's services was the first
to arrive, back in November. The
central Intelligence Agency vis-
ited the campus in December, and
(Continued from Pal'8 Fou)
and provide practice of a self-Int-
tiated and complex nature of
mind. Dr. Doob gave us a great
deal to think. about in his Inter-
esting and provocative lecture
and notably contributed to the
forming of a long range view of
the significance of education.
•
HERE ARE THE CORRECT
ANSWERS TO THE OLD GOLD
•
PUZZLES
Check the record of your' answers against these, to see if you are automatically
eligible to compete in the tie-breakers.
1. Smith 7. Oberlin
2. Purdue 8. Harvard
3. Tulane 9. Calgate
4. Beloit 10. Stanford
5. Rollins 11. Bryn Mawr
6. Rutgers 12. Grinnell
Stephens
Princeton
Dartmouth
Wellesley
Notre Dame
yanderbilt
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
'18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
Georgetown
Middlebury
Johns Hopkins
Brigham Young
Western Reserve
Northwestern
Enough entries have been checked to show that many players have correctly solved all
24 puzzles, thereby creating a tie for all prizes.
If the record of your answers to the first 24 puzzles. mailed on or before December 19,
conforms with the correct answers published herein, you are automatically eligible to
compete in the tie-breaking puzzles. The series of tie-breakers will be published in this
paper, commencing on or about February 1st. Watch for the tie-breakers!
Please note Rule 2 as published in the official Tangle School rules at the beginning of
the contest .•. which reads as follows:
• Rule 2(b) In case more than one person solves correctly the same number of puzzles, the
prize tied for and as many subsequent prizes as there are persons tied, will be reserved and
those so tying will be required to solve a set of tie-breaking puzzles, to determine the order
in which the reserved prizes will be awarded.
YOU'LL GO FOR OLD GOLDS
Today's Old Golds are an exclusive blend of fine, nature-ripened tobaccos ... so rich
... so light ... so golden bright.
That's why Old Gold Regulars and King Size.... without a filter ... TASTEGREAT STRAIGHT.
For tbe same reason, OLD GOLD FILTERS give you THE BEST TASTE YETIN AFILTER
CIGARETTE. •
NO OTHER CIGARETTE CAN MATCH
THE TASTE OF TODAY'S
OLD GOLDS
•
•
Serving Breakfaal - Lunch - Dinner
SoYou Think WeLive
In· That Ivory Tower
The past weeks have given us I artist who died in 1910, and whose
the opportunity to examine the works are characteristically sea
attractive and the distasteful scenes and Negro studies.
I * • *
areas in life. Our conclusion is II L· 1 S uare culture
that life is interesting and quite T~e .tnC~ n Y~rk City will
th Iivi , project m ew
wor vmg.••• lump the arts into one compact
It appears that Charles Van area. Modern in design and high
Doren's rise to fame and wealth in ideals, the project is a precise
is not exactly in keeping with the attempt to anchor the American
usual line of TV notoriety. The cultural tradition:• • •amiable scholar has capitalized
on his intellectual background
and has probably reinstated pub-
lic faith inthe "worth" of knowl-
edge.
Patterns change with the
times. The cry is no longer "Go
West, Young Man:' but "Go to
the Carribean!'l.' With calypso mu-
• • • sic the rage on the American
Now that Actors' Equity has scene, it is only natural to seek
been pacified and the producers out the source of the new fa}1and
of My Fair Lady have won their see it in its natural habitat!• • •plea, we find that international .
relations have been saved. Ed- The little prince who. captivated
ward Mulhare the controversial the heart of the Amencal'l; public
replacement f~r vacationing Rex I~th his shy sI?ile and big eye~
Harrison has been received gra- IS the son of Kmg Saud of Saudi
ciously ~n.Broadway. Arabia. Per?aps. chi!dren v:ould. * • • do a better Job WIth [nternatlonal
relations than certain adults have
accomplished! I• • •
Whlle the theme of Mid·Winter
Weekend is Rags to Riches, we
know of several New York stores
that would gladly take the custo-
mer on an opposite journey .
Those Valentine gifts of dia-
monds, emeralds, rubies, and
pearls are such charming tokens
of affection!
Gertrude Stein has added her
name to the list of poets and au-
thors who now read their works
on long-playing recordings. The
amount of controversy about her
personal reading of her items on
Picasso will probably boost the
sales rating. There is nothing the
public likes more than .a healthy
controversy!
• • •
The versatile Leonard Bernstein
has contributed to so many areas
of the music field that we nest-
tate to associate him with any
one given theme. It is rumored,
however, that one of his recent
New York appearances as guest
soloist and conductor was pre-
faced with a maximum of five
hours of rehearsal at the piano
as opposed to fifteen hours of re-
hearsal time with the orchestra!• • •
Weigel
(Continued from Page Four)
•
must use it and learn by doing.
In order for the mind to fulfill its
function of developing skills, it
must not be made the slave of sub-
The "Lost Generation" appears ject matter which may soon be-
to have given way to the present come outdated.
age of "Young Angry Men" or so
the English press has labeled it. Dr. Weigle attacked educational
systems which tend to produce
A representative of this new lit- "scientific giants and moral pyg_
erary outlook is Michael Hastings mies." He stressed the importance
who is, at present, working on a of breadth and balance in educa-
play to challenge Eugene O'Neill's tion and deplored the situations
Long Day's Journey Into Night. in which teachers are loath to
Mr. Hastings' play has an antici- venture beyond their own capa-"
pated running time of twelve bility and therefore cause stu-
hours! We wryly suggest you dents to fail to broaden their
bring cockta~s. '" '" knowledge. At St. John's, faculty
The Art world is vividly repre- and students enter and explore
sented in New York galleries this new fields together.
month and we suggest a visit be- Mind Is Not a Sponge
fore the canvases. A retrospective At St. John's participation is an
exhibit of Maurice Utrillo is one important factor. The college up-
exhibit at the Wildenstein Gallery holds the belief that the mind is
on East 64th St. We are glad that not a sponge and denounces' ex-
Puvis de Chavannes has been eS-
1
tensive note taking, multiple
tablished as Utrillo's father! Ichoice examinations and memori-
'" • '" zation. With the reading of the
Another Rags to Riches Memo: 100 great classics, knowledge be-
The story of a young woman who comes not an historical .but a co-
purchased a painting for one dol- operative movement with men of
lar and then had it cleaned at an all ages. We must consider basic,
art gallery. The painting turned universal issues, ask questions
out to be an ,original Winslow and seek answers. The adrninis-
Homer valued at ten thousand tration of St. John's believes that
dollars! Homer is an American See 'Weigel1f-Page 7
~, .." , ", , n""""""""",,,,,,,,,"n ••n , "',,, n II IHft.nnf!1
;
I
Piccadilly Restaurant
Excellent Food
Unique Atmosphere
I
i
;m IIIA _._1 '"'" , IInn.._ _._*
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pure theory is more stimulating
than simple and practical demon-
stration.
The purpose of the lectures of
Freshman-8ophomore Week was
to stimulate us as students to
work harder and revive in us the
desire for knowledge. I think Dr.
Weigle succeeded in stimulating
his audience in respect to the gen-
eral issues which he raised. His
stress on the importance of con-
templating the basic issues of life,
his belief that college is the best
tftne to pursue these problems,
and his emphasis on the develop-
ment of various arts were all very
relevant to our situation.
Dr. Weigle presented one view-
point on the means of obtaining
optimal conditions for the nur-
ture of the mind. It was interest-
ing to compare our own system
with that of St. John's and de-
termine to what extent it pos-
sesses optimal conditions. Con-
nectlcut offers the opportunity
for active participation, for dis-
cussion of the basic questions of
life, and for a breadth and bal-
ance of knowledge. Dr. Weigle
gave us the opportunity to evalu-
ate our college system, to appre-
elate the ways in which it fur-
thers the feeding of our minds,
and to guard against those rae-
tors which may hamper its care.
Weigel
(o-nUDUM tram r••e 8lz.)Sideline
Sneakers
by Linda Hess '59
Back again with old news and
new news from the CC sports
world. A lot has happened in the
last month and we'll be even
busier from now on . . . During
reading week, AA offered varied
activities including the Interdorm
basketball tournament which was
won by Katharine Blunt despite
the vajlant effort of Mary Hark-
ness, and the badminton court
was constantly crowded with
those participating in the two
tournaments which are rapidly
progressing ... Although ski con-
ditions were not the best, ski re-
sorts all over New England were
the popular destination for many
of us during mid-semester vaca-
tion, "for what better thing can
one do when there is snow but
ski?" I, for one, was the perfect
example of a snow bunny whom
ski instructors define as "a be-
ginner whose technique has a
rough beginning and a very sore
ending." .. , For all you ski en-
thusiasts who feel thwarted by
the current bad conditions and
would like to do some weekend
skiing before Spring sets in, Bous-
quets Ski Area in the Berkshires
has come up with an answer. We
received a notice from them tell-
ing of their new face lifting which
included facilities for artificial
snow making, a new T bar, an
open hearth canteen as well as
services of the famous Canadian
Ski School. Bousquets is located
in Pittsfield, Massachusetts and
guarantees excellent skiing thru
April.
Fun to come includes the fac-
ulty-student volleyball gam e
which is scheduled for Saturday,
February 23, at 2:00. We saga-
cious students owe those frolick·
ing faculty a bealing from last
year. so ~ign up one and all.
There will be lists posted for both
student's and faculty and we will
guarantee an afternoon of fun
and amusement. Refreshments
will be served after the game .. ,
Another sign-up sheet will go up
soon for those who wish to par-
ticipate in a Wellesley College
Playday on March 2, from 1 :30
untll4:30. We will need a full bas-
ketball team, three or more bad-
minton players and two fencers.
Everyone who went last year had
a wonderful time as well as set-
ting a winning precedent which
we would like to uphold. AA pays
all expenses, refreshments are
served, you meet many fine peo-
ple and can be back at colfege for
your Saturday night date. What
can you lose? ...
In closing, I would like to bring
to your attention an incident
which convinced me that there is
a place in the world with more
precarious weather conditions
than New London. A field hockey
match played on a Burnham, Eng-
land beach ended abruptly the
other day, The tide came in,
STARR BROS.
REXALL DRUG STORE
110 State St., NewLondon
\
GIbson24461
DAlLY FREE DELIVERY
Chapel
Friday, February 15
Organ Meditation: Miss Janet
Grier
Tuesday, February 19
Speaker to be announced,
Wednesday, February 20
Karen Klein '57.
Thursday, February 21
Lucie Hoblilzelle '57
Checks Cashed
Charge Aooonnts
e-nellIc8
Photo Dept.
;.,
Play Safe! Clean and glaze your precious
O'LlEGRO, BORGANA, CLOUD #9
and similar garments through your a~thGrii:':ed
FUR FROST ClEAr~ER
He uses the ONLY m~thod OffICIALLY
recommended by Manufacturers
of The Fibers .•. The Fabr;c ... The Garments!
••• and Will Professionally Clean and Glaze
Your Garment for $5 or less.
\
Don't gamble with your new luxurious
man-made fur garment. One improper
cleaning can ruin it permanently!
The cleaner who features the exclusive
FUR FROST METHOD eliminates all risk. He
gently lusterizes and restores your
garment's original fur-like texture. That's
be?~use the FUR FROST METHOD actually
conditions and straightens each individual
- ornel-dynel fiber ... completely
overcomes "matting". Garments attract less dirt
stay cleaner longer too!
Your lovely synthetic fur garment is returned to you
as fresh as tbe day it was bought ... guaranteed
by FUR FROST'S $100,000 insurance policy-
if cleaned only by the FUR FROST METHOD.
Yes, .. be safe, be sure! Entrust your
man-made furs only to the cleaner featuring
this FUR FROST EMBLEM.
FUR FROST.cleaning Service
Now Available by Parcel Post!
If 'there is no FUR FROSTcleaner in your neighbor-
ho~d, send us your garment for cleaning. Simply
mall u,s your coat, securely packed in suit or coat
bOX"Parcel Post Insured. Within three days after
receipt of coat, .w~will mail it back to you, superbly
cleaned and refintshed by the FUR FROSTMETHOD.
PRICE: Only $5.00 F.O.B. our Plant
(Save C,O,D. charge and R.eturn Postage by
remitting $5.00 wirh garment)
WHITE FROST CHEMICALS, INC., Dept. A
315 West Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn.
Happy Valentine's Day
BASKETBALL CHAMPION, SAYS:
\\VICEROY HAS
·THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALL In
SMOOTH! From the finest tobacco growo, Viceroy selects only
the Smooth Flavor Leaf, ,. Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smoothness!
SUP ER SMOOTH! Only Viceroy smooths each puff
through 20,000 filters made from pure cellulose-soft. snow-white, natural!
". ,·Ai
.'1951,Bro1n13tWl1liamtollT:Oba::::=::C=~="---------~"'''''
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Press Board and You
Thursday, February 14, 1957
(Continued from Pace Tlu"ee)
Old Lace Ballet From a Batten 5 ••
Press Board. the official earn-
pus news outlet, has openings for
reporter, typists and photogra-
phers. whenever a student makes
news on campus through her ac-
tivities or through academic
achievements, Press Board mem-
bers ,..-rite an article to her
hometown newspaper concerning
her accomplishments.
There are also a few positions
available for campus correspond-
ents to particular newspapers in
the New London area. The New
Haven Register, which will pay
you by the column inch for the
news articles which you send in.
is one of the papers which is look-
ing for a Connecticut College cor-
respondent.
Experience is not needed for
this work; Press Board will train
you. If you would like to know
more about any phase of the
work performed by this organiza·
tion, contact either Tortle Dun-
lap '57, chairman (Freeman
House or Box 91); or Mrs. Engel
or Miss Bloomer in the Publicity
Office, Fanning 114.
_____________ by Katie LIndsay '57
Perched on a prop trunk dur-
ing the performance of the ballet
this week, I watched a perform-
ance as well rehearsed and exe-
cuted as the ballet itself. Around
me were strewn mazes of light
wires~ boxes and trunks marked
with legendary theatr-ieal names,
American Ballet Theatre, D'Oily
Carte, Ballet Russe, and Metro-
politan Opera, filled with the mys-
terious odds and ends that are
so essential to a smooth perform-
ance. An hour before curtain, the
atmosphere was "calm before
storm." The leading man lazily
limbered up in black leotard and
a sweat shirt advertising "Dixie
Beer," complete with cigarette in
the corner of his mouth. The
corps de ballet were literally gum
chewing goddesses, uncohsciously
assuming attitudes of a Degas
painting. Everything was set and
the crew devoured sandwiches
under the eagle eye of the union
head.
As 8:30 neared, the air sparkled.
valentines. These consist of huge
masses of fruit with absolutely
no message whatsoever; the exact
connotation of these cryptic bits
was not immediately apparent.
______________ At three o'clock the infirmary pa-
tients recover from nap-hour ; this
Photos Wanted staff did not have such success
Koine is almost ready to go to with the valentines. These little
press. There is still time, how- ~ds have words in gay profus-
ever. for your picture to be in- ron, we guess ".The truth of ~he
eluded among the informal snap-j whole matter IS th~t the print
shots which appear in the year- \was too small to decipher,
book. If you have an informal Absolutely ,Murderous! •
picture which included 'a group in A pleasant surprise awaits you
your donn, send it to Connie at six o'clock. These cards will in-
Green '57, either Room 215, Mary deed be cupid's arch-helper. For
Harkness or through campus here we have the modern rendi-
mail. tions of the old theme, and these
______________ have that acid twist desired by
the up-to-date college cynic. In
r;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ other words. these are those
paste- board bits of sin and sland-
er that sell for outrageous prices
in Blackstone's basement. The
gold-mine, then, is to' be found at
six o'clock. After all, why pay
more when it is so much cheap-
er to steal?
ROBERT L. PERRY STUDIO
PORTRAITS OF QUALITY
86 Huntington St. Phone 01 2-S88S New London, Conn.
\
odern!•lye
Pick the Pack that SuitsjYou Best!
.'
;%w! a.urAptoof'
L&MBOX
(COSTS NO MOREl
CI1951 UCCETJl Mn:JI) 'tcesccc Co
Smoke modern HI7M and always get
full exciting, flavor
••• PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP
With LAM •.• and only LAM ••• can you pick ~e pack
that Bults you best. And only L&M gives you the
flavor •.. the full, exciting flavor that
makes L&M •••
AMERICA'S FASrESr GROWING CIGARETTE
Backdrops appeared from the
flies, and the now-costumed danc-
ers sauntered one by one from
below. The stage manager spoke
urgently on his intercom to the
pin raU and light board, announc-
ing cues and warnings. Last min-
ute words were given onstage by
the director, the dancers ground
their toes into the rosin box with
a vengeance, and a grim mutter;
lng was heard, "Let's do this fast
and get it over with." A warm up
enleve by the lead resulted in a
broken shoe, miraculously re-
placed by the costume master.
An understudy for an injured
lead was given last minute coach-
ing. On the terse spoken cue of
the stage manager, the curtains
parted, and my friends of so
short a time before became re-
moved, serious and devoted danc-
ers enveloped in a kaleidoscopic
swirl of color.
Rags to Riches
(Continued froID Pace! One!)
tee at Abbott Academy. Here at
Connecticut in her freshman year,
she acted as Dorm Social Chair-
man for Knowlton, and last year
ran Soph Hop as the Social Chair-
man of the Sophomore Class.
An English major, Fran has not
limited her activities to social
planning, but has sung with the
Conn "Chords for the past three
years and with the choir during
her freshman year. She is also a
member of the recently formed
Connecticut Club for the Experi-
ment in International Living.
HOLLY HOUSE
for
GOOD FOOD
GI 3-7395 Over Juvenile Shop
OTTO ArnETTI
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Custom
Tailoring
spectenzrng In Ladles' TaIlor_Made
Dresses - Coats and Suits Made
to Order - Fur Remodel1ng
86 State st. New London. Conn.
LAUNDER-QUIK
t INC.
241 Bank Street
G12-2889 •
One Day Service
• ..
COURTESY DRUG STORE
New London. 119 State St.
Cosmetics Prescriptions
Checks Cashed
Free Delivery
Charge Accounts
Films Developed
Tel. Gl 2-5857
"Now is
the time.."
Make your future success certain.
Choose Gibbs thorough secretarial
training ... the choice of smart
college women ... and discrimi-
nating employers.
sneerer Course for College Women. Write
College Dean tor GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK•
katharine.L Lg1CCSsecretarial
/
r
